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Flexible Dealer Program A flexible deal system allows you to set different sale prices for every dealer. House Flipper Garden Update v1 18-CODEX Well, the dealer can sell his products to the publisaers. Such a system will allow you to promote only those products which are best for your publisaers. Now, you can generate more profit by promoting only the products that
attract the most amount of deals. When you publish products, the publisaers will allow you to mark the products as static or dynamic. This allows you to make some products as fixed while you will mark some other products as dynamic. You can also mark some products as ad-hoc while you will mark some other products as ad-hoc. As you are a beginner, in order to promote

product you can make use of static deal system. You can also opt for dynamic deal system that allows you to make use of this feature. There is also a system that allows you to make use of manual deals. Such a system will also allow you to sell your products more easily. In this House Flipper Garden Update v1 18-CODEX, you can also make use of multiple deals
simultaneously. There is also a dealer pool system that allows you to broadcast your deals to the dealer pool. Such a system will also allow you to design your deal a bit more efficiently. You can also make use of Store Dashboard in this update. Such a feature makes your tasks easier. You can also make use of increased stock levels. This means you will never be behind in the
stock levels anymore. You can also make use of easily editable currency system. This will allow you to make some easy tweaks in your currency. You can also make use of optimized system while you will be able to make your game more efficient. This means you will be able to boost your game with more ease. You can also make use of easy inventory management system.

This is the only Inventory system that manages stocks automatically. There is also a Maginot system while you will be able to use it more easily. This will allow you to make use of another option. You can also make use of easier product-inventory ratios. This means you will be able to make more
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